IGA Talent Management Inc. has invited all
St. Peter Church and School kids to be part of
the music video shoot of the song
by 8 year old Phenom

Madison Stewart
We are looking for extras to be in the video Saturday July 27th at

St. Peter in Schaumburg!
We are shooting the chorus of the song at 8am‐11am (all ages)
We are shooting the Classroom scene (first verse) 12pm‐4pm 6‐10 years old)
We are shooting the Pre‐Chorus of the song at 4pm‐8pm (6‐10 years old)
We are looking for extras of kids (boys/girls) of all ages for the chorus that will proudly
represent St. Peters! If you are interested in the classroom scene or the pre‐chorus scenes we
ask that you are 6‐10 years old and that you have plain clothes with no logos showing. Style is
encouraged with hats, bows, and anything else that stands out. Babies or younger children 3‐4
years old for the chorus are encouraged to wear the most adorable outfit they have. Sailor
outfits, mermaid costumes, etc. The funnier and fun the better! We will be shooting scenes of
dancing, dance contest, adults dancing, and parents dancing with their kids, the whole nine
during the chorus! So get ready to have fun! Please note that you will be asked to sign a
consent form for filming your child 
“SMART” is a very positive song about grade school bullying and self‐esteem for young girls and
all children alike! The song is upbeat and extremely catchy! The song’s most important message
is that we can all stop bullying by acknowledging that in order to be “cool” you don’t have to
bully someone else you can be cool by following your own passion and being yourself. That’s
what makes you SMART!
Please email us at dstewart@igatalentmgmt.com or mc.breen@comast.net with questions.

